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Abstract. Analysis of attitude stabilization of a power-aided unicycle points out 
that a unicycle behaves like an inverted pendulum subject to power constraint.  
An LQR-mapped fuzzy controller is introduced to solve this nonlinear issue by 
mapping LQR control reversely through least square and Sugeno-type fuzzy 
inference. The fuzzy rule surface after mapping remains optimal. 
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1   Introduction 

This paper introduces the control of unicycle stabilization using an inversed optimal 
fuzzy controller [1][2][3] mapped from a LQR controller. Since control of unicycle 
stabilization is constrained by power and torque limitation due to motor specification, 
engineers will meet difficulty in implementing LQR [4][5][6] control surface owing 
to its nonlinearity. Dynamics of unicycle stabilization [7] and fuzzy transformation 
from LQR, will be dealt with in depth equivalently in this paper.  
  The goal of unicycle stabilization is to minimize attitude and rate of attitude of the 
rider, or equivalently the seat, by rider’s mechanical power and fuzzy electrical power 
simultaneously. Proposed in this paper is an EM (electrical/mechanical) unicycle that 
has mass center right above the top of the wheel as if it were an inverted pendulum 
referred to Fig. 1(a)-(b). Since the seat is no longer as high as the traditional one, 
shortening of torque arm reduces manual torque and accordingly deteriorates 
maneuverability. With the help of auxiliary electrical power, it would be beneficial to 
compensate for torque reduction and furthermore to increase the stabilization effects. 
   Fig. 1(a)-(b) shows the seat plane (above wheel axle) and pedal platform 
(underneath wheel axle). Mass M (with arm L) and mass m (with arm l) represent 
masses distributed above and underneath the wheel axle respectively. The total mass 
center M+m located at pl above the axle behaves as if it were an inverted pendulum. 
The pendulum arm is  
           mMmllLmmlMLl prspp +=+== , ,)/-(                 (1)  



where :sl length between seat and wheel; :rl  length between mass center of rider’s 
body and seat. Fig. 1(c) shows riding on the move.  

(a) (b ) (c) (d)  
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of EM unicycle. (b) Pendulum mass M and m viewed from side 
and back. (c) Rider driving on the move. (d) Geometry of unicycle. 
Control of the unicycle combines rider’s manual controller and a complementary 
fuzzy controller. Manual torques mτ and fuzzy torque  fτ are outputs of both 

controllers defined by t] [: RP mmmτ ττ , :Rmτ  roll torque, :Pmτ pitch torque, 

:fτ t] [ fRfP  fw  τττ  (fuzzy torque), :fwτ fuzzy wheel torque, :fPτ fuzzy pitch 

torque, :fRτ fuzzy roll torque.   

2   Dynamics of Unicycle    

There are five coordinates involved in the dynamics, i.e. inertia coordinate [X, Y, Z]t  

→ Euler coordinate [E1, E2, E3]t → wheel coordinate t
ZYX  , W, WW ][ → pendulum 

coordinate [P1, P2, P3]t → rider coordinate [R1, R2, R3]t . Note that Euler coordinate 
[E1, E2, E3]t  is transformed from inertia coordinate [X, Y, Z]t by turning an angle of 

 φ along axis Z and then tilting an angle of  θ along axis E1.                 
Application of Newton’s second law [7] in matrix form gives 
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For 321 , , i = , : H angular momentum of unicycle; iI : moment of inertia of unicycle 

along Euler axis iE ; wxI : moment of inertia of wheel along wheel axis xW ; wm : 

wheel mass; :r wheel radius; piI :moment of inertia of total pendulum along 

pendulum axis 1P ; iΩ :inertia angular rate along Euler axis iE  ; :ω precession matrix; 
τ :applied torque in Euler coordinate; :ψ wheel rotation; :rα rider’s pitch angle along 



rider axis 3R ; :rθ rider’s roll tilt angle along rider axis 1R ; :δ platform pitch angle; 

:l length between mass center of lower pendulum and wheel axle; g :gravity. Further 
derivation yields 
            fRRvΩIΩIΩI ττττωω ++==+ m1132323211 -&  

               glrmrm ppwuuv ] )(-[  ,cos1 ++== τθττ               (4) 

         θτττωω sin ,- 2213131322 uvvΩIΩIΩI ==+&                  (5) 

               fWΩωIΩIΩI τω =+ 21212133 -&                       (6) 

Where 1vτ and 2vτ comes from gravity effect accompanied with wheel tilt. Eq. (4), 
(5) and (6) correspond respectively to the dynamics of roll, heading and wheel drive. 

3   Stabilization of Pitch Based on LQR   

Stabilization of pitch based on LQR depends on the analysis of pitch–wheel coupling. 
Governing equations, based on force and torque are: 
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Where 3pI : moment of inertia of inverted pendulum along mass center located at lp 

above the axle. While stabilized, 0≈δ and 0≈δ& , Eq. (7) and (8) are represented 
in matrix form as 
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Where Ilmmm̂mlmIÎ pppp /-   ,/- 2222 == , 2
pp3ppw lmIImmm +=+=   ,  

Obviously, three eigen values of transition matrix in Eq. (9) are 0, 0, =< 21 λλ  

0>3λ . This results in an unstable pendulum system in the presence of drive-pitch 
coupling. Eq. (9) can be expressed by 
       11111111     , XCYuBXAX =+=&  (Subscript 1 for pitch and 2 for roll)        (10) 

In Eq. (10), 1X , 1u  and 1Y  are state, control and measurement respectively. 
Assigning ,0.2 ,0.5 ,0.52 ,10 ,15 ,60 mlnt/m/sbmrkgmkgmkgM w ======  



,9.8 ,0.18 2m/sgmls == it follows  ,-9.7, 0.52  , 75 2
3 mkgImlkgm ppp ===  

,-30 2mkgI =  2-12.1 ,24.3 ,85 mkgÎkgm̂kgm === .   

Eq. (9) becomes  
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Since Eigen values of 1A are 0.0121, -5.6365, 5.6044, it implies the original 

system of unicycle is unstable. If control torque 1u is substituted by state 
feedback 11- XK with 331 ×= IQ , 221 ×= IR , the optimal gain 1K  will be 
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Eigen values of the LQR are -0.04, -5.73 and -5.52 that guarantee the system to be 
stable. 

4 Stabilization of Roll Based on LQR 

Substituting ψθφψθφωθω &&&&& +=+===== cos,sin    , 332211 ωΩΩΩ  and 

: /2,constant,constant, απαθφψ +=== && roll angle ( 0≈α ) into Eq. (4), it 
follows 

   φψτφτττταα &&&&& 3
2
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The term hτ is a reaction torque caused by precession of angular momentum. 
Assigning that wheel speed is set at 5 km/hr (i.e. 1.39 m/s), then making a quarter turn 
needs 11.31sec. It yields 0.139=φ&  rad/s and 2.67=ψ&  rad/s . Else parameters 
are: .813.7 ,  815.4,- 94.8  ,-6.15 ,-95.5 2
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  Since eigen values of 2A are 10.9407i and -10.9407i, it implies the original system 
of unicycle is critical stable. If control torque 2u is substituted by state feedback 

22- XK with 222 500 ×= IQ , 0.012 =R , the optimal gain 2K  will be 
 

                     2K =[2.1  225]                             (15) 
Eigen values of the LQR are -1.1227+10.8840i and -1.1227-10.8840i that guarantees 
the system to be stable.  



5   Inversed Fuzzy Controller Mapped from LQR [8] 

Taking roll stabilization as an instance, the LQR control is

 

 2.12252 αα += &u  
constrained by 
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(a)  (b) 
Fig. 2. (a) LQR control with power constraint (b) Inversed fuzzy controller after mapping 
Preprocessing data assumption: 1) α and α& , as fuzzy variables are normalized, i.e. 

rad1=α and srad/1=α&  2) Maximum power max2P is w100 , i.e. nt-m100max2 =τ  
at srad/1=α& . 3) Apex of hyperboloid surface due to power constraint is indicated in 
Fig. 2.(a). 4) Plane 1p  (LQR)  2.12252 αα += &u  is also shown in Fig. 2.(a). 5) 

Plane 2p , simplified from hyperboloid surface by least square [8], is: 
               [ ] 216.1]  12.3-   [-108.3,1     T

2 == ΛΛ αα&u                 (18) 

   The fuzzy rule surface, as a minimum of 1p and 2p , is able to be implemented by 
reversely finding fuzzy membership and inference using Sugeno model [9] as follows. 

 
Fig. 3. Membership function ofα and α&  
Membership functions of fuzzy variables α and α& are given in Fig. 3 that also shows 
Sugeno FIS (Fuzzy inference system) [8]. Sugeno linear models is employed in the 
inference as given below: 
1. If (α is S) and (α& is B) then ( u is p2);   2. If (α is SM) and (α& is MB+) then (u is p2) 
3. If (α is M) and (α& is M+) then ( u is p2); 4. If (α is MB) and (α& is SM+) then ( u is p2) 
5. If (α is B) and (α& is S+) then ( u is p2);  6. If (α is S) and (α& is not B) then ( u is p1) 



7. If (α is SM) and (α& is not MB+) then ( u is p1); 8. If (α is M) and (α& is not M+) then 
( u is p1); 9. If (α is MB) and (α& is not SM+) then ( u is p1); 10. If (α is B) and (α& is not 
S+) then ( u is p1). 
Where linear surfaces  2.12251 αα += &p and 216.1 12.3-  -108.32 += αα&p  

The fuzzy rule surface, thus obtained as given in Fig. 2.(b), is very close to LQR 
control surface in Fig. 2.(a). Therefore the inversed fuzzy controller mapped from 
LQR remains optimal although it needs more massage. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are plotted 
by using Matlab fuzzy toolbox [10]. 

7   Conclusion 

Through the analysis of unicycle dynamics, we find that stabilization control of a 
power-aided unicycle, in pitch and roll, meets difficulty in using LQR control under 
power and torque constraints. This paper applies the approach, called “inversed fuzzy 
controller mapped from LQR controller” to solve the issue of stabilization control of 
unicycle. A Sugeno fuzzy control surface, almost equivalent LQR control surface, is 
built by using fuzzy membership and inference. Through this kind of transformation, 
we have the equivalent control surface, still remaining optimal, but using fuzzy-logic-
controller (FLC) to implement.  
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